Abstract-In this study, polymer concrete properties such as ultrasonic pulse velocity and the modulus of elasticity were modeled by artificial neural network. Seven polymers were selected as high density polyethylene, low density polyethylene, polypropylene, thermoplastic elastomer, dimethyl terephthalate, polyethylene terephthalate, polyethylene naphthalate and twenty-seven experiments was used to train the network. Two type of network training such as cascade forward back prop and feed forward back prop containing one hidden layer which has ten neurons was compared to predict the ultrasonic pulse velocity and the modulus of elasticity. Moreover, five experiments were used for comparing of the network models. The result show that feed forward back prop type training is more effective to predict the ultrasonic pulse velocity and the modulus of elasticity of polymer concrete comparing the cascade forward back prop training type.
I. INTRODUCTION
N recent years, computational methods such as neural network (NN) are widely used to predict concrete properties. Some of these studies on various concrete types are as follows. Yan et al. [1] presumed the fracture parameters of the size effect model for concrete, Chen et al. [2] predicted the concrete properties, Wang et al. [3] estimated the expansion behavior of self-stressing concrete, Imam et al. [4] modeled residual strength of corroded reinforced concrete Beams. Kostic and Vasovic [5] built a model for compressive strength of basic concrete. Chithiraet al. [6] predicted the compressive strength of high strength concrete containing nano-silica, Yadollahi et al. [7] modeled the optimal mixture ratio of radiation shielding concrete, Jiang et al. [8] estimated the concrete corrosion, Şimşek et al. [9] predicted the normal weight concrete properties with fuzzy approach, Yan and Lin [10] evaluated the anchorage reliability of concrete. However, many of studies containing NN application do not involve any studies about evaluation of training parameters. In this study, seven polymers were selected as high density polyethylene, low density polyethylene, polypropylene, thermoplastic elastomer, dimethyl terephthalate, polyethylene terephthalate, polyethylene naphthalate and twenty-seven experiments was used to train the network. It was aimed to evaluate two type of network training such as cascade forward back prop and feed forward back prop containing one hidden layer which has ten neurons to predict concrete properties. The ultrasonic pulse velocity and the modulus of elasticity were determined as polymer concrete properties. Five experiments were used for comparing of the network models. In this purpose, two neural network models based on cascade forward back prop and feed forward back prop training algorithm was built via Matlab ® version 2011b. To evaluate two training algorithm for prediction polymer concrete properties, regression coefficients obtained by five experiments were used.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

A. Materials
High density polyethylene, low density polyethylene, polypropylene and polyethylene terephthalate was supplied from plastic recycling plant; the other was also procured from plastic granule manufacturers. All polymers' granule size is smaller than 4mm. They are used to instead of fine aggregate. The density of used polymers in this study varies 0.90 between 1.38 kg/m 3 . Thirteen inputs including cement, water, fly ash, and super plasticizer, fine and coarse aggregate and two outputs such as ultrasonic pulse velocity and the modulus of elasticity were used to build the neural network.
B. Proposed Methodology
Proposed methodology has five steps was given as follows. The neural network model was built via Matlab ® version 2011b. The regression coefficients obtained by five experiments were used to predict polymer concrete. 
C. Input and Output Variables
The range of the parameters used as input and output variables are presented in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. 
D. Building the Neural Network Model
In this part of study, a NN model was presented to predict the effect of factors on the polymer concrete properties such as ultrasonic pulse velocity and the modulus of elasticity. Multilayer cascade forward back prop ( Figure 2 ) and feed forward network back prop (Figure 3 ) model and have been trained with Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) training algorithm [11] . The most appropriate results have been obtained from chosen network model in which tangent sigmoid and pure linear functions used as activation function for the hidden and output layer neurons, respectively. The values of parameters used in the chosen network models can be summarized as follows; the cascade forward back prop and feed forward network, adopted in this research, has 13 neurons (variables) in the input layer and 2 neurons in the output layer. One number of hidden layers; number of hidden layer neurons = 10; performance goal = 0; and learning cycles = 300 (Figure 2  and 3) . Five experiments were carried out to predict ultrasonic pulse velocity and the modulus of elasticity of polymer concrete. Acquired regression coefficients for cascade forward and feed forward network were given in Figure 4 and 5, respectively. In this study, polymer concrete properties such as ultrasonic pulse velocity and the modulus of elasticity were modeled by artificial neural network. Two type of network training such as cascade forward back prop and feed forward back prop containing one hidden layer which has ten neurons was compared to predict the ultrasonic pulse velocity and the modulus of elasticity. The result show that feed forward back prop type training with a 0.8888 regression coefficient is more effective to predict the ultrasonic pulse velocity of polymer concrete comparing the cascade forward back prop training type with a 0.2665 regression coefficient. In addition, feed forward back prop type training with a 0.9849 regression coefficient is more effective to predict the modulus of elasticity of polymer concrete comparing the cascade forward back prop training type with a 0.5366 regression coefficient. The remarkable results also show that the choosing of training parameters affects the modeling performance. 
